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Creekside Golf Club is an 18-hole private golf facility that was
designed on 159 acres of rolling terrain, surrounded by wooded
slopes, meandering streams and delicate wetland flora.

“Nominated by Golf Digest as
best new private course” - 1995
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“Site for the Annual Oregon
PGA Championsip”
“2007 Oregon Junior
Amateur Championship”
“2008 Oregon Senior
Amateur Championship”
Hole No. 17

During the design of Creekside Jacobsen Hardy Golf Course
Design was faced with a challenge presented by existing
floodway and floodplain conditions created by three creeks Battle Creek, Powell Creek, and Jory Creek. Jacobsen Hardy
Golf Course Design worked closely with the project team
engineers and local regulatory agencies to create golf holes within
the boundaries of the floodplain.
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The result - two distinctively different nines. The front nine is a
traditional core golf course that is routed through magnificent oak
and maple trees and ancient Douglas firs. Golfers emerge from
this forest into a new environment consisting of golf holes that
criss-cross Jory and Battle Creek out on the floodplain. The
finishing hole tumbles downhill to a green setting that hangs out
into a lake.

Project Location
Salem, Oregon
Client
Contact: Jason Smith
Ph: (503) 581-8979

The back nine is more of a links-style course complete with
dramatic views, defined by a variety of lovely wildflowers and
native grasses. Four of the holes on this nine serve as a showcase
for the adjacent housing development. This nine also features an
old rock quarry with shear walls that serve as a dramatic
backdrop for the 17th green and part of the 18th fairway.

Wadsworth Golf Contruction
Contact: Tom Shapland
Ph: (815) 436-8400

Throughout the 18-hole design at Creekside Jacobsen Hardy Golf
Course Design successfully utilized the property’s natural
characteristics to minimize the impact on the existing ecosystems and ultimately created an outstanding golf course facility.

Project Status
18-holes Opened Summer 1994

Creekside is truly an enjoyable and playable golf course for
golfers of all levels.
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